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Bay Area Hospitals Leading the Way in ICU Care
Do you know which San Francisco Bay Area hospitals are participating in the ICU Clinical
Impact Interest Group (CIIG)? Congratulations to the following hospitals for committing to
improve the care of their sickest patients:


California Pacific Medical Center



El Camino Hospital



St. Mary’s Medical Center



St. Rose Hospital



ValleyCare Health System



Santa Clara Valley Medical Center (modified participant)

Wake up and Walk – Change Package Overview
Wake up and walk is a new way to describe the work being done by our ICU CIIG facilities.
In their ICUs, interdisciplinary teams are implementing interventions to decrease delirium,
reduce ventilator time and get even their most compromised patients up and out of bed. To
make these improvements the hospitals are using the A, B, C, D, E bundle which consists

of the following steps:

*If Patient Passes Safety Screen

Using Data to Drive ICU Improvements
To understand how they are progressing with bundle implementation, participating ICUs are
collecting process measures on % patients that receive daily awakening and breathing
trials, Q shift delirium assessments, and graduated exercise program. El Camino Hospital
shared at the ICU CIIG Workshop on that weekly concurrent data collection is resulting in a
better comprehension among disciplines about where and what to document regarding the
ABCDE. This collective understanding and continuous review of the data has generated
more reliable processes across the bundle elements.

Identifying Contextual Factors that Drive Improvement
What drives improvement? Why do some hospitals succeed while others struggle with the
implementation of performance improvement initiatives? Are there underlying factors that
predict success/failure?

These are some of the questions that we are trying to answer with a qualitative evaluation
research study. As part of the ICU grant, evaluation researchers are visiting participating
intensive care units to observe and conduct interviews, with the goal of better understanding
the contextual elements that influence implementation. Hopefully, the results of this study
will guide future implementers of the ABCDE bundle and other interventions.

Bay Area Hospitals Moving Beyond SCIP to Reduce Surgical Site
Infections and Decrease Blood Utilization
Do you know which San Francisco Bay Area hospitals are participating in the Beyond SCIP
Clinical Impact Interest Group (CIIG)? Congratulations to the following hospitals for
committing to improve the care of their surgical patients:


California Pacific Medical Center - Davies Campus



California Pacific Medical Center - Pacific/California Campuses



Marin General Hospital



Novato Community Hospital



San Francisco General Hospital



St. Rose Hospital



VA Medical Center San Francisco

Changes to Consider
Unlike some other improvement areas, there is not a prescriptive change package for
Beyond SCIP. Even though hospitals have steadily improved compliance with SCIP
measures, surgical site infections remain. In order to go Beyond SCIP, here are a few ideas
for you to consider:


Surgical Safety Check List – Adapt the WHO check list for use in your facility



Antimicrobial Prophylaxis – Look at timing and dosing



Pre-operative skin cleansing – How and when are your patients cleaning before
cases and what are they using?



Peri-operative skin antisepsis – What are you using and is there variation among

surgeons?


Peri-operative temperature management and glucose control – What process do
you have in place to assess and maintain?



Traffic control and dress code – Keep visitors to a minimum and enforce evidencebased attire including eliminating skull caps



Wound classification – Get it right!



OR Culture – Work like a pit crew with all members knowing their role. Flatten the
hierarchy and promote speaking up if there is a safety concern.



Blood Utilization – It’s plain and simple. Patients who receive more transfusions
have worse outcomes. Look at your transfusion practices and decrease utilization.

What’s Being Done
Participating facilities conducted a ‘gap analysis’ to look for opportunities for improving
surgical care. As we all know, SCIP process measures are important but have not been
correlated with outcomes. For this reason, we are digging deeper to see where
improvement opportunities may be. Some examples include examining traffic patterns,
particularly during surgical joint procedures, to see whether excessive movement in and out
of the room is happening. This has been an ‘eye opening’ experience for most that have
learned behaviors can become lax and so common place that they seem normal. We have
also learned that simply putting a product in place (such as CHG wipes) does not guarantee
their use. Focusing on practice patterns and drilling down to see if items are actually being
used as intended is an example of a way to establish high reliability.

Participating facilities convened on September 18, 2012 and were treated to an inspiring
presentation by Verna Gibbs, MD. One of her key messages was this: if you want to
improve a process, you must do two things (1) Reduce the number of steps and (2)
increase reliability. Too often in healthcare, we try to fix things by making the process more
complex, thus decreasing the likelihood that the process will be performed reliably. Jens
Krombach, MD inspired us with a talk about how San Francisco General continues to revise
their surgical ‘time-out’ process. Paul Maggio, MD showcased all the reasons why blood
transfusions are not benign substances and gave us many ideas about how to reduce their
use.
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